THE
SKY’S
THE LIMIT

Proud To Trade Nationwide and Internationally

MAXIMISING
THE USE
OF DAYLIGHT
The Rooflight Solutions range of contemporary, cutting edge rooflights and
skylights combine the simplicity and convenience of modular rooflights,
with the practicality, style and improved light transmission of glass.
Daylight reduces carbon emissions, saves energy and installs a sense of wellbeing. Maximise the use of daylight with our market leading rooflights,
skylights and walkable glass.
Our rooflights are available in all shapes and sizes, both bespoke and
standard so no idea or design is out of the question.
Our rooflights, skylights and walkable glass are ideal for both commercial
and domestic properties, our résumé has a number of collaborations with
hospitals, hotels, colleges, schools, offices and private homes.

About Rooflight Solutions Rooflights
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Lantern Rooflight & Sliding Lantern
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Benefits of Natural Daylight
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Clerkenwell London Infinity Door
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Fixed Flat Glass Rooflight & Manual Roof Vent
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Flat Glass Slider & Triple Glazed Rooflight
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Electric Opening & Circular Rooflight
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External Walkable & Internal Walkable Glass
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EASY CLEANING GLASS
RITEC CLEARSHIELD ECO-GLASS
Sometimes you can’t escape the facts that due to the nature
of where rooflights are found they need cleaning, as we
know rooflights aren’t normally in the most accessible place.
Ritec ClearShield Solution reduces the maintenance needed
on all rooflights.

BENEFITS
-Maintains glass clarity, overall cleanliness and
visibility increases.
-Reduces cleaning time, effort and frequency.
-Keeps windows looking like new, no grime can be
seen or dust.
-Helps maintain window energy rating.

COMPATABILITY
Ritec ClearShield can be applied to all glass
types and rooflights we offer. We would
always recommend using Ritec on your
rooflight to ease maintenance.
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Purveyors of the finest quality Rooflights, Walkable Glass and Roof Glazing Systems
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

sales@rooflightsolutions.co.uk

(+44) 800 999 7774
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ROOFLIGHT
SOLUTIONS FROM
THE EXPERTS
Rooflight Solutions Limited is one of the worlds market
leaders in rooflight and glass roof-panel solutions.
Rooflight Solutions caters for the commercial and
domestic market from our standard range included in
this brochure to extremely bespoke product found on
our website.
Introduce natural light into your home at affordable and
realistic costs - we specialise in the manufacturing of
superior bespoke glazing and rooflight systems. We offer
a complete glazing service to contractors, architects,
developers and homeowners. With our complete service,
we design using the latest AutoCAD and 3D software if
required.
Rooflight Solutions can provide you with complex designs
and geometries to create your unique and bespoke
requirements, whilst also being able to offer
standardised designs that look great giving you more
vision and 100% natural light. In other words, you get
cost-effective solutions that are easy to install and above
all - built to last. We will also specify and install our
rooflight systems to the highest of standards.
Purveyors of the finest quality Rooflights, Walkable Glass and Roof Glazing Systems
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

sales@rooflightsolutions.co.uk

(+44) 800 999 7774
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THE BENEFITS OF NATURAL DAYLIGHT
REVOLUTIONISE YOUR WORKSPACE OR
HOME
ROOFLIGHTS SAVE ENERGY AND REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS
One of the primary reasons for including
rooflights into your home or workplace is
due to the abundance of natural daylight
they flood into the room below. Why pay
for artificial light when we get daylight for
free?
Using natural daylight via rooflights
lowers energy use and subsequently CO2
emissions.

Traditionally it has been argued that having
rooflights reduces the thermal efficiency of a
home, however due to Rooflight Solutions
patented design this is no longer the case.
Due to all our rooflights being thermally
broken and insulated now study’s suggest it
can in fact be up to a 20% energy saving
when having a rooflight fitted in a property.

Purveyors of the finest quality Rooflights, Walkable Glass and Roof Glazing Systems
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

sales@rooflightsolutions.co.uk

(+44) 800 999 7774
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ROOFLIGHTS CREATE HEALTHIER AND MORE EFFICIENT ENVIRONMENTS
Daylight makes humans feel better, puts us in a better mood and
increases productivity.
It is a proven fact that offices with an abundance of natural light
in are more productive than the counterpart that relies on
artificial light.
The human eye and brain respond quicker and more efficiently in
natural light therefore people will ultimately perform better.
Rooflights are one of the best ways to introduce natural light into
a workspace. Why not try it today with Rooflight Solutions?

THE RANGE OF FUNCTIONS THAT ROOFLIGHTS CAN BENEFIT IN
Education
Research shows a clear correlation between
classrooms with natural light abundance and
improved student performance. Children focus better
in natural light and hence are less easily distracted.
Due to the health benefits associated with natural
light this therefore increases attendance.

Recreation

Health
Seasonal affective disorder or “SAD” is where the lack
of sunlight in the winter makes people feel unwell.
Natural light has been proven to increases production
of serotonin which in turn can accelerate the healing
process if you are ill.

Business & Retail
Just like in educational areas daylight ingress increases
productivity in factories, offices and shop floors, in most cases
sales increase if the work area is lit with natural daylight.
Colours appear more vivid and attractive in natural daylight
encouraging customers to interact and therefore spend more.
US leading retailers now specify rooflights in their shop
designs.

Humans tend to prefer well, naturally lit areas which shows in
the popularity for sunrooms and rooflights.
It is therefore logical that commercial venues like indoor
activity and sporting areas increase natural light into the
venues with rooflights.

DAYLIGHT IDEAS
1.Opening Rooflights can provide natural
ventilation, roof access or even smoke ventilation.
2.Walk On Rooflights make a great feature for
buildings with roof terraces and basements.
3.Fixed Flat Glass Rooflights flood any area with
natural light.
4.Pyramid Rooflights create a showpiece in a
home that will attract the right sort of attention!
Purveyors of the finest quality Rooflights, Walkable Glass and Roof Glazing Systems
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

sales@rooflightsolutions.co.uk

(+44) 800 999 7774
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Rooflight Solutions Standard Product Range
Fixed Flatglass Rooflight

BUY SECURELY ONLINE
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

Rooflight Solutions fixed flat glass is where we started; providing
both aesthetically-pleasing and effective daylighting solutions
for an array or projects both big and small.
Our innovative and market leading rooflight design means
that daylight is maximised while the visible framework is kept to
a minimum. This results in a product that offers the best in both
form and function.
We stock a range of Fixed Flatglass rooflights that are available
for same week delivery. If the rooflight you need is not a part of
our standard stock range then we can provide a Bespoke
Flatglass solution for you. No job is too big or too small.

Popular Sizes Prices
Glass U-Valve [W/(m2K)] Ug = 1.1
• Light Transmittance = 78.7%
• Design and Manufactured In the UK
• Bespoke Shapes and sizes available
• Pre Glazed for easy diy Installation

700 x 700

From

- £416 + VAT

1000 x 1000 - £555 + VAT

£416.00 excl. VAT

1200 x 1200 - £686 + VAT
1500 x 1000 - £706 + VAT

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

2000 x 1000 - £841 + VAT
3000 x 1000 - £1306 + VAT

Manual Roof Vent
The Rooflight Solutions roof vent incorporates a bespoke
thermally broken in-house designed aluminium perimeter
framework which is designed to sit over a pre-manufactured
builders work upstand with should incorporated a fall of 5⁰, thus
creating uninterrupted views and maximising the natural
daylight to the room below.
The framework is supplied in a hardwearing and low
maintenance dual colour polyester powder coated finish (RAL
7015 external, and RAL 9010 internal), and is installed with a
high specification double glazed unit incorporating warm edge
spacers and low e glass. The glass unit is factory bonded into the
frame, all to create a flush silicone filled external surface free
from any water or dirt traps.
Glass U-Valve [W/(m2K)] Ug = 1.1
• Light Transmittance = 75%
• Design and Manufactured In the UK

Popular Sizes Prices

From

700 x 700

£843.00 excl. VAT

• Bespoke sizes available • Pre Glazed for easy DIY
Installation

- £843 + VAT

1000 x 1000 - £1048 + VAT
1500 x 1000 - £1239 + VAT
2000 x 1000 - £1429 + VAT

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Winder Pole

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

Add £45

Our rooflight Products are supplied with full installation instructions, hardware kit and wiring diagrams
to allow installation for any person with practical DIY skills
For more information please visit www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk or call us on (+44) 800 999 7774
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Rooflight Solutions Standard Product Range
Mono Pitched Slider

BUY SECURELY ONLINE
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

Rooflight Solutions are pleased to introduce our Mono Pitched
Sliding Rooflight. Rooflight Solutions Sliding Rooflight provides
natural ventilation while allowing completely uninterrupted views
of the sky above.
The Rooflights are operated by concealed 24v electric chain
actuators for opening at the flick of a switch. Suitable for high
wind loadings where regular electric hinged rooflights wouldn't
be. The sliding vent incorporates a bespoke in-house designed
thermally broken perimeter framework, which sits over the
upstand creating an uninterrupted view and maximising natural
daylight. The frame is supplied in a hardwearing and low
maintenance polyester powder coated finish, and installed with a
high specification warm edge double glazed unit. The glass unit is
factory bonded into the frame creating a flush silicone filled
external surface free from any water or dirt traps.

Popular Sizes Prices

1000 x 1000 - £2128 + VAT
1200 x 1200 - £2319 + VAT
1500 x 1000 - £2354 + VAT

From

1200 x 1500 - £2458+ VAT

£2,128.00 excl. VAT
Fixed Flatglass Protect+

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

Rooflight Solutions Fixed Flatglass Protect+ is our newest addition
to the range which has been engineered to achieve and be
awarded the Certisecure accreditation and also qualify for the
Secured by Design mark.
As special laminated inner glass pane and upgraded fixings are
used to maximise security. The glazing unit has undergone
extensive and vigorous attack testing by Exova (a leading
independent test house). This has determined that it can
withstand an intruder attempting to gain entry to a property via
the rooflight.
We stock a range of Fixed Flatglass Protect+ rooflights that are
available for same week delivery. If the rooflight you need is not a
part of our stock range, we can create a Bespoke Flatglass
Protect+ solution for you .

From

Popular Sizes Prices

1000 x 1000 - £795 + VAT
1200 x 900

£795.00 excl. VAT

- £825 + VAT

1500 x 1000 - £975 + VAT
2000 x 1000 - £1095+ VAT

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

2500 x 1000 - £1195 + VAT

Our rooflight Products are supplied with full installation instructions, hardware kit and wiring diagrams
to allow installation for any person with practical DIY skills
For more information please visit www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk or call us on (+44) 800 999 7774
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Rooflight Solutions Standard Product Range
Electric Roof Vent

BUY SECURELY ONLINE
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

Rooflight Solution's Electric Opening Flatglass rooflights provide
you with all the natural daylight benefits that our Fixed Flatglass
units offer, but with the added bonus of being able to open
allowing natural ventilation into your building with the flick of a
switch.
Our stock Electric Opening Flatglass Rooflights are operated by
fully-concealed 230v chain actuators . As standard, the longest
side of each unit is hinged, with a minimum kerb span of
500mm.The glass unit is factory bonded into the frame, all to
create a flush silicone filled external surface free from any water
or dirt traps.

Popular Sizes Prices
1000 x 1000 - £1250 + VAT

From

1200 x 1000 - £1400 + VAT

Glass U-Valve [W/(m2K)] Ug = 1.1
• Light Transmittance = 75%
• Design and Manufactured In the UK
• Maintenance free

£1,366.00 excl. VAT

1500 x 1000 - £1525 + VAT
2000 x 1000 - £1750+ VAT

240 volt chain actuator

• Bespoke sizes available

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

• Pre Glazed for easy DIY Installation

Circular Rooflight
The Rooflight Solutions Circular Rooflight incorporates a bespoke
thermally broken in-house designed aluminium perimeter
framework which is designed to sit over a pre-manufactured
builders work upstand, thus creating uninterrupted views and
maximising the natural daylight to the room below. The
framework is supplied in a hardwearing and low maintenance dual
colour polyester powder coated finish (RAL 7015 external, and
RAL 9010 internal), and is installed with a high specification
double glazed units incorporating warm edge spacers and low e
glass.
The glass unit is factory bonded into the frame, all to create a
flush silicone filled external surface free from any water or dirt
traps
Glass U-Valve [W/(m2K)] Ug = 1.1
• Light Transmittance = 75%
• Design and Manufactured In the UK
• Bespoke sizes available

From

£1,133.00 excl.

Popular Sizes Prices
1000 Dia - £1133 + VAT
1200 Dia - £1297 + VAT
1500 Dia - £1705 + VAT

• Pre Glazed for easy diy Installation

1800 Dia - £2166 + VAT

• Recessed channel for perimeter LED lighting

2000 Dia - £2503 + VAT

Our rooflight Products are supplied with full installation instructions, hardware kit and wiring diagrams
to allow installation for any person with practical DIY skills
For more information please visit www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk or call us on (+44) 800 999 7774
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Rooflight Solutions Standard Product Range
Walk On Rooflight

BUY SECURELY ONLINE
www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

These Flatglass Rooflights are supplied to walk-on specification by
Rooflight Solutions. Suitable for all external applications they
provide an enticing and innovative solution for introducing
daylight throughout different floors of a building. Ideal for
basements and cellars as well as creating a show piece within the
property.
Demand for these rooflights has increased significantly due to
their modern and trendsetting aesthetics. The trend is continuing
with many high end domestic properties having both internal and
external rooflights feature through the property.

Popular Sizes Prices

These Rooflights are suitable for both domestic and commercial
properties .

1000 x 1000 - £985 + VAT
1500 x 1000 - £1460 + VAT

From
Glass U-Valve [W/(m2K)] Ug = 1.1
• Light Transmittance = 75%

1500 x 1200 - £1678 + VAT

£974.00 excl. VAT

1800 x 1000 - £1688 + VAT
2000 x 1000 - £1840 + VAT

• Design and Manufactured In the UK
Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Obscured Interlayer

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

Add £35 per M²

• Bespoke Shapes and sizes available

Internal Walk On Glass Floor
These Flatglass Rooflights are supplied to walk-on specification by
Rooflight Solutions. Suitable for all internal applications they
provide an enticing and innovative solution for introducing
daylight throughout different floors of a building. Ideal for
basements and cellars as well as creating a show piece within the
home.
Demand for these rooflights has increased significantly due to
their modern and trendsetting aesthetics. The trend is continuing
with many high end domestic properties having both internal and
external rooflights feature through the property.

Popular Sizes Prices
1000 x 1000 - £985 + VAT

Our Walk On Glass Floors are designed to accommodate a normal
domestic floor load of 1.8kN/m2 UDL and a 1.4kN point load, we
are able to accept other floor loads but please check with our
office first.

1500 x 1000 - £1460 + VAT
1500 x 1200 - £1678 + VAT

From
Glass U-Valve [W/(m2K)] Ug = 1.1
Light Transmittance = 75%

1800 x 1000 - £1688 + VAT
2000 x 1000 - £1840 + VAT

£974.00 excl. VAT

• Design and Manufactured In the UK
• Bespoke Shapes and sizes available

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Obscured Interlayer

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

Add £35 per M²

Our rooflight Products are supplied with full installation instructions, hardware kit and wiring diagrams
to allow installation for any person with practical DIY skills
For more information please visit www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk or call us on (+44) 800 999 7774
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Rooflight Solutions Standard Product Range
BUY SECURELY ONLINE

Lantern Rooflight

www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk
The Rooflight Solutions Pyramid Rooflight incorporates a bespoke
thermally broken in-house designed aluminium perimeter
framework which is designed to sit over a pre-manufactured
builders work upstand, thus creating uninterrupted views and
maximising the natural daylight to the room below. The
framework is supplied in a hardwearing and low maintenance dual
colour polyester powder coated finish (RAL 7015 external, and RAL
9010 internal), and is installed with a high specification double
glazed units incorporating warm edge spacers and low e glass.
The glass unit is factory bonded into the frame, all to create a
flush silicone filled external surface free from any water or dirt
traps.
Glass U-Valve [W/(m2K)] Ug = 1.1
• Light Transmittance = 75%
• Design and Manufactured In the UK
• Bespoke sizes available
• Pre Glazed for easy diy Installation

From

Popular Sizes Prices

£1267.00 excl.

1000 x 1000 - £1067 + VAT

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Add £35 per M²

Add £72 per M²

1500 x 1000 - £1308 + VAT
2000 x 1000 - £1549 + VAT

• Recessed channel for perimeter LED lighting

Lantern Sliding Rooflight
Rooflight Solutions are pleased to introduce our Frameless
Pyramid Sliding Rooflight. The pyramid sliding Rooflight offers a
cost effective and aesthetic solution to increasing the natural
daylight and ventilation to any space, whilst maintaining a
contemporary design and high quality product.
The Frameless Pyramid Rooflights incorporate a bespoke in-house
designed thermally broken perimeter framework, which sits over
the upstand creating an uninterrupted view and maximising
natural daylight. The frame is supplied in a hardwearing and low
maintenance polyester powder coated finish, and installed with a
high specification warm edge double glazed unit.
The glass unit is factory bonded into the frame to create a flush
silicone filled external surface free from any water or dirt traps.

Please Enquire For Pricing

Ritec Clear Shield Coating

Solar Control Glazing

Add £32 per M²

Add £72 per M²

Our rooflight Products are supplied with full installation instructions, hardware kit and wiring diagrams
to allow installation for any person with practical DIY skills
For more information please visit www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk or call us on (+44) 800 999 7774
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Infinity Door - Clerkenwell London
One of Rooflight Solutions’ first flag ship projects of 2018
took us to Clerkenwell, London. The clients brief to
Rooflight Solutions was to gain access onto a their roof
terrace via a spiral staircase from the master bedroom on
the 4th floor of the building. It was evident from the start
that the client wanted to create a showpiece within their
stunning London townhouse. Our in house design team
were eager to make this a reality and showcase the brand
new Rooflight Solutions Infinity Door Product.

Mission Statement
‘ To provide the highest quality
Rooflights in the global market supplied
with second to none customer service ‘

Clerkenwell is known for being one of London’s most
trendiest areas where creative workspaces and smart flats
fill old industrial disused warehouses and factories. Filled
with stylish eateries, cosy gastropubs, sleek bars, hip cafes,
and indie boutiques Clerkenwell is the perfect area for one
of Rooflight Solutions bespoke glazing showpieces, in this
case the “Infinity Door”. Not only does the finished access
Rooflight look incredible but it will be sure to add value to
the multi-story townhouse.
The unprecedented views from the terrace of the property
show London’s skyline in all its glory with The Shard and
Gherkin a stone’s throw away. This roof terrace will make a
perfect place to relax in the sun or under the night sky. The
Rooflight itself works via a 240V twin ram hydraulic system
for smooth and efficient opening and closing. It is built in
with a clever manual override system to enable the
operation of the vent in case of a power cut. It also features
hydraulic fail safes to prevent to the rooflight from ever
closing by error, this most importantly ensures its safe
operation throughout it’s life cycle.
Our new AOV Smoke vent has just
been launched and has been tested
to
achieve
BS
EN
12101-2
compliance for natural smoke and
heat exhaust ventilation.
It provides an aesthetically-pleasing
solution, while keeping the health
and safety of the building’s occupants
at the utmost importance.

"I couldn't be happier with the product provided
by Rooflight Solutions. The Infinity Door offsets
the property from all others in the area. Thanks
to Rooflight Solutions and the team for
transforming the property"Our rooflight Products are supplied with full installation instructions, hardware kit and wiring diagrams
to allow installation for any person with practical DIY skills
For more information please visit www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk or call us on (+44) 800 999 7774

sales@rooflightsolutions.co.uk
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CASE STUDIES

WENTWORTH GOLF CLUB
Working on a new large build property
for a leading property development the
world-renowned
Wentworth
Golf
Course. This is our second project we had
been picked to do at the Golf Club. Our
team designed, manufactured and
installed 2 bespoke walk-on glass roof
lights, which were located in the client
external terrace and are to flood the
subterranean development with natural
daylight.

The walk on rooflights was supplied with
a polyester powder coated aluminium
perimeter framework sat onto a builder’s
work upstand, the intermediate rafter and
transom were supplied in a steel box
section design to transfer the live loads
into the surrounding superstructure.
Whilst the glass was supplied clear, we
can supply obscured interlayer and antislip fits to the top surface at the client’s
request.

Each rooflight consists of 4 no glass panes
manufactured with a triple ply laminate
to the top surface which provides a walk
on specification unit even if one of the
three layers become broken.
The
inner pane was then fitted with a
toughened/laminated pane, which would
prevent broken glass falling into the pool
below, should the pane ever become
broken.
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CASE STUDIES

KNIGHTSBRIDGE TOWNHOUSE
Rooflight Solutions were contracted by one of
London’s leading retail stores to design,
manufacture and install this bespoke glazed facade
to the back of one of its offices in central
Knightsbridge.
The clients' brief was for the framework to be as
sleek and minimalistic as possible to match both the
interior and exterior design of the property. The
glazing specification is 6mm toughened outer
followed by a 16mm argon filled Swiss spacer then
finally a 6mm solar controlled, super low E inner to
help regulate the temperature in the interior.
Due to the tricky access the unit had to be
split into several pieces and man handled
to the aperture to which then it was
silicone bonded and glazed onsite by our
own installation team.
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Flat glass Rooflights - Bespoke Roof Glazing Systems
Curtain Walling

Purveyors of the finest quality
Rooflights, Walkable Glass
and Roof Glazing Systems

Rooflight Solutions Ltd

T. (+44) 800 999 7774

44 Berry Street, Wolverhampton, E. sales@rooflightsolutions.co.uk
England, WV1 1HA

W. www.rooflightsolutions.co.uk

